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The Boys of Volta series by Jeremy Snell
is a sensitive portrayal of the people and

environment surrounding Lake Volta, Ghana.

is scattered with eerie tree trunks where once

you would find dense forests. Fishing is now

one of the main industries for the people here.
Demanding long hours in often challenging

conditions. Jeremy’s series follows the story
of the fisher boys he encountered here.
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the world. Spanning half of Ghana its surface
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This enormous man-made lake is the largest in

An extract from Capturing Volta
by Nii Ayikwei Parkes
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“Well-heeled dancers
will tell you that volta
means turn in a language
that matters not as much
as the body’s signal
when it happens. In these
parts, all along the coast
of West Africa, we know
the rhythm of water well
enough to turn with it
when its dance steps
change.“
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